Catalogue of ideas
Winter 2014/2015

Älplerchilbi • Aqua Fit • Archery • Curling • Freeriding • Snowshoeing • Paragliding • Glacier Hike •
GPS tracking • Alpine Tours • Evening at mountain hut • Igloo building • Culinary adventure hike •
Nordic Walking • Winter Olympics • Outdoor aperitif • Snowsports lessons • Tobogganing • Rope
bridge building • Skitouring • Climbing • Sports Tournament • Team Trophy • Treasure Hunt
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We rev you up!
Would you like to offer an unforgettable event to your clients or your team? Do you want to weld together your
team for new tasks? Are you looking for ideas for your Christmas staff party, or do you want to go on a firm’s
outing? Or would you just like to spend a relaxing ski weekend?
Then browse through our catalogue of ideas, link your own ideas with ours and realise an unforgettable adventure.
Our program:
In this catalogue a wide variety of trendy and unforgettable in- and outdoor activities is presented in an easy
form. Combinations of different offers are always possible and your personal ideas are always welcome.
It’s our pleasure to plan and organize your very special and unique event for your friends, family, co-workers,
partners or customers.
Our philosophy:
From our point of view it’s not possible to standardize high quality events. That’s why we plan every event individually; tailored to your wishes and needs. Your individual goals will be realised with a lot of experience, creativity, and special commitment in a professional way.
Construct a rope bridge with your co-workers, experience an exciting GPS hunt with your friends or enjoy private
lessons in your favoured sport... There’s something for everyone, look and see!
Please don’t hesitate to contact us. We’re looking forward to making your acquaintance:

inandout sport & events GmbH
Postfach 338
CH-7270 Davos Platz

inandout sport & events GmbH
Postfach
CH-7078 Lenzerheide

Tel: +41 (0)81 413 08 88
Fax: +41 (0)81 413 09 88

Tel: +41 (0)81 413 08 88
Fax: +41 (0)81 413 09 88

www.inandout.ch
events@inandout.ch

www.inandout.ch
lenzerheide@inandout.ch
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Sport and adventure workshops – we love variety
That’s why we offer a wide range of sports and adventure workshops. You’re spoilt for choice: Choose one or
several workshops out of our program and combine it with a nice outdoor-aperitif or a visit to a cosy mountain
hut.
Sports and adventure workshops are especially suitable for big groups, because different workshops can be offered at the same time.
Experience with our skilled instructors exciting and professional lessons in your desirable sport:
 Snowsport:
Skiing, Snowboarding, Freeriding, Cross-country-ski, Telemark, Snowshoehiking
 Indoor-climbing, Indoor-golf
 Ice skating, Ice hockey
 Bavarian curling
 horse trekking
 archery
 and much more

Facts in a few words:






Previous knowledge is not required.
Beginners: max. 6 participants/instructor
Advanced: max. 8 participants/instructor
Approximate costs: CHF 320.00/ ½ day and instructor, CHF 480.00/day and instructor
Possibly additional costs for material, transport, tickets, entrance fees etc.
Tip: Sport workshops are feasible with every weather and bring alternation, enjoyment and rest to a tiring
seminar day.
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Skiguiding – discover the best location
Is it your first time in this region? Are you scared to lose track in the large ski area? Are your friends or coworkers doing ski lessons but your group just wants to ski?
We are pleased to attend to you on your day in the snow and show you the most beautiful places in our fantastic
landscape.
Local guides will accompany you to different ski-areas and are always at your side. Look forward to the most
beautiful panoramic views, the most comfortable mountain huts and the best slopes.

Facts in a few words:






Knowledge: safe skiing on red runways
Max. 8 participants/instructor
Approximate costs: CHF 400.00/day and instructor
Possibly additional costs for material, transport, ski-tickets, entrance fees etc.
Tip: It’s perfect to combine ski lessons and ski guiding for big groups. Or to offer ski guiding for skiers
and snowshoe hiking for non-skiers.
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Off-piste winter experiences – in a different way
A wide range of possibilities – off the beaten track. Open up your mind and immerse into the mystical world of
mountains. Marvel at the awesome landscape and enjoy the silence of nature.
If it is on snowshoes, off-piste or on a ski tour – we plan a suitable tour for every demand and almost every level
of physical ability.
Above the forest line we apply other rules. Safety ranks first. Our Guides will select the most beautiful trips for
you, according to circumstances.
Just try for example:
 Ski touring
 Freeriding
 High-alpine snowshoe tours
With all trips you’ll have a short introduction into prevention of avalanches and the use of the avalanche security
material.

Facts in a few words:






Knowledge: condition for ascents up to min. 2 or 3 hours with ski tours or snowshoe tours. Safe control of
skis/snowboard
Max. 6 participants/guide
Approximate costs: ½ day (approx. 2.5h) CHF 380.00, 1 day (approx. 5h) CHF 580.00
Possibly additional costs for material, transport, ski-tickets, entrance fees etc.
avalanche security material is obligatory, it can be rent
Tip: Our off-piste experiences are perfectly included in an exciting weekend trip.
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Adventures in the winter wonderland –snow flurry included
We love snow because whatever you do with it adventure, team experience and enjoyment are always guaranteed. Trained from our instructors, you’ll have wonderful possibilities for your own snow experience:
How about:
 a romantic torch hike?
 a snowshoe tour topped with a Fondue menu?
 a spectacular full moon or sunrise trip?
 a culinary stroll?
 a funny sleigh ride combined with an outdoor aperitif?
 a fantastic high alpine snowshoe trip?
 an exciting avalanche safety day?
 Skateline Albula, the first nature ice skating rink as a skateline?

Facts in a few words:






Previous knowledge is not required. The physical achievement is not the main focus
Max. 8-12 participants/guide, depending on activity
Approximate costs: CHF 120.00/guide per hour
Possibly additional costs for material, transport, ski-tickets, entrance fees etc.
Tip: Our winter adventures are also extremely well suitable to give an enriching break, e.g., to seminars!
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Snowtime – really cool
Heaven hopefully makes sure there is good weather, everything else you can put in our hands. Whether it is
“just-for-fun” or a challenge of teamwork or new team formation, it’s up to you – with our wide range of activities we guarantee a perfect action for an unforgettable event.
Experience your snowtime with:
 Igloo building followed by drinking hot wine in your new “home”
 Ice-sculpture building with professional instruction
 Barbecue or cooking over an open fire in the snow
 An exciting and funny Snow-Volley-Cup
 Construct your own sleigh followed by „Team-Cup“race
 A tasty picnic beside the slopes with regional specialities
 an awesome Snowboule-Cup? Boule in a different way…
All snow experiences are perfect to combine e.g. with an outdoor-aperitif, snowshoe hiking or teamcompetitions.

Facts in a few words:






Previous knowledge is not required. The physical achievement is not the main focus
For groups from 4 up to 40 persons
Approximate costs: According to the concept. Please ask for your individual concept and offer.
Tip: A very special highlight is the overnight stay in a self-made igloo. An unforgettable night with exciting
stories at the campfire. With overnight stay the location is chosen so that a heated room is available at
anytime
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inandout teamchallenge – only for real teamplayers!
Although this is just the right event to go for broke, not only time and place matter. The main focus is on the inspiring group experience.
In groups the participants follow a star-shaped course. Every team member undertakes a different section and
exercise. Is the task solved, it’s another team member’s turn. The transition area is in the centre of the star. The
question is: Who’s going to be first?
The tasks can be chosen at will. Here some examples:
 Ski race
 Snow golf
 Snowshoe obstacle course
 Cross country cup
 Hit a target with snow balls
 Sleigh run

Facts in a few words:





Previous knowledge is not required.
Four groups of 20 or more persons
Approximate costs: From CHF 75.00/person, depending on chosen disciplines. Please ask for your individual offer.
Tip: The team relay is the perfect combination of teambuilding and challenge. And it’s also going perfectly together with an outdoor aperitif.
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Bavarian curling – don’t put it on ice
Fun on the ice takes the centre of stage. But it’s still a competition – each team wants to be the winner. Bavarian
Curling is suitable for the most different teams, because sporty ability is not the main focus.
Curling is suitable for a variety of teams, because the focus is not on the athletic ability.
The participants will be introduced to the rules and techniques of Bavarian curling. After a short training, an exciting tournament follows.
Curling seems to be a little bit more sporty. But also here you can celebrate success after a short time. You’ll
wipe industriously with the broom to bring the stone in the centre…

Facts in a few words:





Previous knowledge is not required. The physical achievement is not the main focus
For groups up to 60 persons, we recommend max. 10 persons per guide
Approximate costs: CHF 120.00/instructor per hour. Please ask for your individual offer
Additional costs for rink rental, and material, possibly for transport etc.
Tipp: Bavarian curling is ideal to combine with a social event such as an aperitif on the ice. Or a Fonduedinner after?
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Winterolympics – competition doesn’t exclude fun
Nevertheless the dedication of every participant is needed.
In groups the participants solve different tasks. Whether it is a tricky riddle or a funny snowshoe obstacle course –
there’s something for everyone! First and foremost the group counts, team spirit is demanded.
Possible disciplines:
 Snowshoe obstacle course
 Snow golf
 Guess the food speciality
 Rescue someone buried by an avalanche
 Throwing horseshoes
 Wood sawing
 Blindman’s buff
 Scrabble
These are just a few examples. You can choose from a broad range of exercises which you can combine according to your wishes.

Facts in a few words:





Previous knowledge is not required. The physical achievement is not the main focus
For groups of 15 or more persons
Approximate costs: From CHF 85.00/person. Please ask for your individual offer
Tip: Winterolympics are an exciting and very dynamic event and especially suitable for big groups. Action
and team spirit are guaranteed. Olympics are ideal to be combined with aperitifs or meals outdoors.
They are independent of locations
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Treasure Hunt and GPS – follow a hot track
Sense of orientation is demanded! Whether with the aid of a map, a GPS or photos – it’s always about being the
first who finds the position and who can put all the clues together to find the treasure.
The participants search in the town or in natural country areas for a certain amount of points where they get another clue or a part of the coordinate map where the treasure is placed. If you’ve done everything right, the
treasure is within your grasp and the reward soon in sight.
If all members are working together, there will be a profit for everyone and the experience will sustain the team
spirit.
 Treasure hunt by foot, with snowshoes or public transfer
 Treasure hunt through the ski area, including a lot of snow sport
 Treasure hunt integrated tasks to support group dynamics
Especially informative:
It’s great to make a treasure hunt with the use of GPS and satellite navigation. You will be astonished and overawed. Just wait and see.

Facts in a few words:






Previous knowledge is not required
For groups of 15 or more persons
Approximate costs: From CHF 45.00/person. Please ask for your individual offer
Possibly additional costs for material, transport, ski-tickets, entrance fees etc.
Tip: Pure teambuilding. Everybody serves his part to find the treasure. Perhaps an outdoor aperitif is waiting as a reward?
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Build a rope bridge – moving on to new pastures
Only with a bridge you’ll get to the other side – at best with your own bridge. After a short instruction in the art of
rope bridge construction, you start with anchoring, kinking, tensioning etc.
First the construction seems a little tricky with the short manual… but the task gets easier when more heads are
thinking together.
As reward- the shaky walk over the home made bridge allures and finally the bridge will be inaugurated by a
good bottle of wine.

Facts in a few words:





Previous knowledge is not required
Also perfect for small groups
Approximate costs: From CHF 1‘500.00. Please ask for your individual offer
Tip: It’s fascinating how the teams solve the task in different ways. This event is perfect to get known better
to the participants. And it’s ideal to be combined with an outdoor aperitif or picnic
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Helicopter flight and SAC hut visit– free like a bird
Board and enjoy the wonderful view over the mountains – for this time with bird’s eye view.
With a AS 350 Ecureuil B3 helicopter you will be brought to the area of Hüfifirn where you will land directly on
the glacier.
Make your choice:
Heliskiing
At Hüfifürn we’ll find one of the rare starting points in Switzerland for exciting heli-skiing.
Whether you choose the south or north run, or both – from here you’ll have approx. 1200 altitude difference
down to the valley.
Glacier trekking
A very special experience: With snowshoes we enjoy a hike along the peaks.
Planura hut SAC
The „Planura“ hut is looking forward to our visit. They will indulge us with tasty hut-specialities.

Facts in a few words:





Knowledge: For freeride runs accordingly skills in deep snow skiing
Up to max. 4 persons/flight. Of course it is possible to plan several flights with a bigger group.
Approximate costs: Please ask for your individual offer
Tip: A helicopter flight is a not everyday highlight of special type for your clients partners or friends!
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References and partners

Actelion Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Schweiz
Alpiq InTec Ost AG
AMAG, Schweiz
AMGEN AG, Schweiz und Europa
AXA Winterthur, Schweiz
BASF AG, Schweiz
BNP PARISBAS (SUISSE) SA, Schweiz
Basler Versicherungen, Schweiz
Bildungsdirektion Kanton Zürich, Schweiz
BMW Financial Services, Schweiz
Bristol Meyers Squibb SA
Business Solution Group, Schweiz
Credit Suisse, Schweiz SA
Compass Group (Schweiz) AG/Accenture AG
Dnata Switzerland AG, Schweiz
Ernst & Young, Schweiz
European Law Firm/Langner, Stieger, Trachsel & Partner
GE Capital Bank, Schweiz
Google Switzerland GmbH
HIESTAND international AG, Schweiz
F. Hoffmann – La Roche Ltd.
Holcim International, Schweiz
Hugo Boss AG
KPMG AG, Schweiz
LGT Group, Lichtenstein
LEXMARK, AG, Schweiz
Mammut Sports Group, Schweiz
Malik Management Zentrum, St. Gallen

Management School, St. Gallen
Namics AG, Schweiz
NIKE Schweiz AG, Schweiz
Nordostschweizer Kraftwerke AG, Schweiz
Nord Stream AG
NOVARTIS Animal Health, Schweiz
Novo Nordisk Pharma AG
OLDO International AG
Pädagogische Hochschule Zürich, Schweiz
PriceWaterhouseCoopers AG, Schweiz
Raiffeisen Bank Bündner Rheintal, Schweiz
Rising Tide, Herrenacker 15, 8200 Schaffhausen
ROCHE SA, UK
RWE Aktiengesellschaft, Deutschland
Saia-Burgess Controls SA, Schweiz
Schweizerische Bundesbahnen SBB, Schweiz
Sulzer Management AG, Schweiz
St. Galler Kantonalbank, Schweiz
SWISSCOM AG, Sponsoring, Fairs & Events, Schweiz
Swiss Life, Schweiz
SWISS RE, Schweiz
SYNTHES Medical Systems, Spanien
Takeda Pharma AG
Tecan Trading AG
The Boston Consulting Group, Schweiz
UBS Investment Bank AG, Schweiz und Deutschland
Universität Zürich, Schweiz
work-shop Personal Weinfelden GmbH

Local partners
Davos Destinations Organisation (Genossenschaft)
Hotel Steigenberger Belvédère*****
Sheraton Hotel Waldhuus Davos****
Hotel Seehof****S
Waldhotel Davos****
Hotel Grischa****S
Kongress Hotel****
Morosani Hotels Davos****
Turmhotel Victoria****
Berghotel Schatzalp***
Parsenn Sporthotel***
Feriensiedlung Solaria

Lenzerheide Tourismus
Lenzerheide Bergbahnen
Maiensässhotel Guarda Val****
Hotel Schweizerhof Lenzerheide****
Hotel Valbella Inn****
Hotel Lenzerhorn****
Hotel Kurhaus***
Angerer Sport AG
Fullmoons Bergsport GmbH
PaarSenn Sport und Mode
Bardill Sport AG

Organisation partners
Brightevent AG, Zug
Carlson Wagonlit Travel, Basel
Conventus of Switzerland, Lausanne
Cosa Travel Ltd, Zürich
European Walking Tours, Engelberg
Eventyr, Schweden
Guide Experience, Zürich
impuls-event.ch GmbH, Schindellegi
KMM GmbH, München
Kuoni Travel Ltd. Incoming Services (DMC), Zürich

lucentive ag, Allschwil
MCI Group AG, Zürich
Media Net Work GmbH, Köln
Merz + Partner Events AG, Gockhausen
SCANDORAMA, Schweden
smartpromotion GmbH, Malans
Grass Roots Switzerland AG, Zürich
Trimotions GmbH, Ottenbach
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